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The work of the Assessment Branch of Nil covering the regulatory review
during design safety assessment, construction, commissioning and operation
is described commencing with the nuclear licensing procedure through
licence variations and conditions attached to the licence, to the final
stages of plant construction up to commercial operation and full power
production.

The importance of the application of safety assessment principles is
outlined, the importance of the Safety Inspectorate Schedule described, and

/ the need to retain organisational and regulatory flexibility emphasised.
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On decrit le travail de l a section d1 evaluation du Nil qui embrasse la revue
regulatrice pendant 1*evaluation de la surete" de l'avant-project,
la construction, la commission et l foperation.

On commence avec le procede' d'accorder un permis nucleaire et les variations
au permis et les conditions qu'on y attache, puis les Stages finales
de l a construction de 1'installation jusqu'a. 1*operation commerciale et
la production tctale d'energie. On expose dans ses lignes gene'rales
I1importance de 1'application des principes d*evaluation'de surete, on
l'importance du Plan de 1*Inspectoral de Surete, et on souligne le besoin
de retenir la f lexibil i ty de l forganisation et du reglement.



1. Introduction.

In an ear l ier paper presented in Session I I Gausden and Woods / I /
outlined the overall organisation covering the whole range of the Nuclear
Inspectorate's ac t iv i t ies in the regulatory review. In th is paper the
scope and stages of the review ars discussed and i l lust ra ted with particular
reference to the Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) which i s the type of
reactor used for the nuclear power station at present under construction and
commissioning in the UK.

Firstly, as you will have seen from the earl ier paper, the Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate i s a part of the Health and Safety Executive which,
•under UK legisation, i s the main body concerned with safety generally in the
UK. The Nil has four Branches and you will see from Figure 1 that the work
to be discussed i s the responsibility of Branch 1 and includes the safety
assessment of plant under construction.

Within Branch 1 work on a particular power plant project i s the
responsibility of a Section Head who controls the detailed manner in which
both the safety assessment and regulatory aspects are managed.

Broadly, a s i te inspector i s appointed for each construction si te and
he normally acts also as- project officer to ensure both the co-ordination of
a l l the project ac t iv i t ies , including regulatory aspects, and the feedback
of information obtained from the construction site to the Inspectorate.
He i s a member of a team in which other assessment officers have particular
responsibilities covering the many scientific and engineering disciplines
involved but basically spl i t into two main groups — mechanical engineering
and electrical engineering.

With al l of these regulatory review activit ies i t ' i s most important
that the expertise which as been developed by individual officers i s u t i l i sed
to the full and this i s particularly important during the process of safety
assessment and plant construction and especially so when commissioning of the
plant continences. Thy teamwork involved i s emphasised since with large complex
projects of this nature an apparently remote and seemingly isolated assessment
or construction problem can have very far reaching effects.

2. The AGR Stations

The normal practice is for one nuclear licence to cover a complete site
and this might embrace two different reactor systems as in the case of
Dungeness and HLnkley Point Nuclear Power Stations, operated by the
Central Electricity Generating Board, and Hunterston Nuclear Power Station
operated by the South of Scotland Electricity Board.

Each of these licensed sites have presented different problems arising
as a consequence of location and/or programme of construction of different
power station projects. All three licensed sites had Magnox type reactor
systems operating as the "A" station whilst Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor
systems were being constructed as the "B" station on the same site.

Dungeness was initially licensed in October I960 for the Magnox station
project and then the licence was varied to accommodate the AGR in October
1965. Hinkley Point was first licensed in April i960 for the twin Magnox
reactor station and the licence varied in November 1966 to permit the AGR
construction. Hunterston was licensed in April i960 for the Magnox station
construction and varied to permit construction of the AGR in November 1967.
Commercial operation for Hinkley Point "B" and Huxiterston "B" stations was
achieved in February 1977 and May I976.



In the case of the licensed si tes of Hartlepool and Heysham the CEGB
has permission to construction AGR type twin reactor power stations and, in
the case of Heysham, a licence to construct four AGR reactors but with the
important distinction that construction of the second pair of AGR reactors
cannot commence unt i l such time as the Inspectorate are satisfied with the
safety aspects of the proposed design (which i s different from the early
pair) and the licence i s varied to grant such permission. Site preparatory
work for Heysham Stage I I has commenced including construction of the sea
defences. The SSEB site at Torness has not yet been licenced although
preparatory work has begun with the construction of a sea wall. Construction
of both Heysham Stage I I and Torness i s scheduled to commence early in 1980
provided the reactor designs proposed are acceptable to the Inspectorate.

3. Pre—Licensing Requirements

The granting of a site licence i s the responsibility of the Health and
Safety Executive as advised by the Nuclear Inspectorate. The scope and
extent of the Inspectorate's assessment of the site and of the proposed
installation before issue of a licence depends on whether the plant iB of
an established type or a new reactor system. In the i n i t i a l stages of the
nuclear power programme in the UK reactors followed a steady development,
being operated by only two licensees having large design and operating
departments of their own, so that i t was often possible to avoid extensive
pre—licence assessment and i t was not necessary to specify the Inspectorate's
design cri teria and requirements in detai l . This nevertheless led to
difficulties and some expensive modifications had to be requested for safety
reasons and hence we now aim for early review and assessment, especially
with new reactor types where a preliminary generic safety review may be
necessary for an early indepth assessment, but equally with types that have
already been licensed.

The present day intending operator or licensee, prior to his submission
of the Design Safety Report uhiuh. i s normally produced by the design company,
must understand the regulatory body's design safety principles to enable him
to incorporate safety cri teria into his safety report as the basis for the
design intent. The Stage A documentation submitted by the potential licensee
i s the Preliminary Safety Report relating to the nuclear power plant which
gives the design intent and safety cr i ter ia , a preliminary description of the
reference design and a safety analysis of cri t ical fault conditions and -
important parts of the plant. This documentation, together with the contract
design details and more detailed fault studies such as may be found in the
Pre-Construction Safety Report, i s submitted in advance of licensing and,
combined with the si t ing assessment which will already have been carried out,
forms the basic safety case on which a licence may be granted. At this stage
the Inspectorate would endeavour to establish that the design proposals ensure
that no major alterations to the design will subsequently be required on
safety grounds.



A. The Licence

The Licence document itself consists of the licence proper plus two
Schedules. Part I of Schedule I provides details of the site for which the
licence i s granted and Part II Schedule I provides a 'brief description of
the plant. The licence i s granted subject to conditions attached to i t and
contained in Schedule I I . Under the Nuclear Installations Act 1965f "the
KII on behalf of the Executive i s able to take direct powers under the
licence conditions to regulate construction and commissioning of which
there are three main types. The requirement for a 'Consent* which
essentially prevents the licensee from carrying out a specific operation on
the site unless the Inspectorate i s satisfied and agrees to i t s implementation.
The 'Approval' procedure which i s when the licensee i s required by a license
condition to furnish i t s scheme or procedure for carrying out a specific
activity which requires the Inspectorate's approval. Finally, the 'Direction*
is used, rather infrequently, when the Inspectorate wishes to direct the
licensee to carry out an operation i t considers essential in the interests of
safety.

The first site licence may contain only five conditions in Schedule I I
of which, taking the Heysham nuclear si te licence of 1969 as an example, the
f i r s t i s "Interpretation" followed by Approval of the plan of the boundary,
Consent for disposal of any part of the s i te , Consent before concrete for
the foundations i s poured and Consent beforrj nuclear fuel i s brought on s i te .
Two years later, in the case of HeyshaKi, the licence was varied so as to
amend Schedule II when the Consent for pouring the concrete foundations was
replaced by a Consenx for proceeding with concreting beyond the pressure
vessel bottom capo, and coir-li-.ijua i.'ero added requiring amongst others
Approval for e:-::t;:a!.utj.o;i cxiv- ".octi.*^ of the plant and Approval for ouch
coMsiEsiorii!^ arrarî -ii.-.eritLJ ii.: :.-_ces3ary eg; Operating Rules, Operating
Instructions CJJICI In- Zul'-jty lu^ycdoi-^-.-j ochtsdule. A further licence
variation ic i'i tno courue :rS pro paragon adding conditions requiring Consent

.r-3:;sur<r t<= cling of WA reinforced concrete pressure vessels.
jMUAiioii i i^ UJBU ax. ' iSzasiinaiion and 'i'tj cling* requirement

which effectively control:: i::C- Kate rial;: manufacturing and testing procedures
in the plant and i^ now beini; extended %o include Quality Assurance arrange-
ments embracing al l the orgaiiisational procedures involved. Sventually, just
prior to loading nuclear fuel into th-i reactors, the licence may contain
between 50 "to °0 conditions covering such subjects as examination and testing
of the major reactor components, submission of design information, radiological
protection, commissioning and operating procedures, storage of radioactive
waste and emergency arrangements. In addition the licensee has duties under
the licence to furnish a l i s t of duly authorised persons to operate the plant
and to appoint a nuclear safety coiwnittoe which chould be consulted on a l l
important natters relevant to the safety of -.he nuclear plant such as changes
in the operating rules or the maintenance schedule.

The lluclaar Installations Inspectorate on behalf of the Health and
Safety Executive may vary or re-issue a cite licence when i t i s thought
appropriate or necessary and is able to anend or introduce licence conditions
at any time in the interests of nuclear safety. This faci l i ty for introducing
and enforcing licence conditions at short notice gives the Nuclear Inspectorate
considerable powers in ein'orcing i t s regulating control over the design,
construction, commissioning and operating of a nuclear plant, and hence over
the information and safety case requirements which have to be provided at
each stage of the review related tc progress on site.

to commence proof
One such iicc-:n>-- •



5« Safety Assessment

No regulations have b=en made under the Nuclear Installations Act
or the Health and Safety at Work Act governing the licensee's submission
of safety reports or supporting design documentation but a system of
safety reporting has teen established for UK nuclear power stations which
forms the basis for the Inspectorate's safety assessment. The assessment
procedure consists of an intensive critical appraisal of the design safety
criteria, safety report and relevant supporting documents which are
submitted by the licensee, independent studies and consultations,
continuing dialogue with the licensee and associated inspections at the
manufacturer's works or the construction on site of particular items of
safety related nuclear plant. In carrying out safety assessment in the past
the process was largely based on an engineering judgement and the assessment
staff used to do this work were well experienced in nuclear work and covered a
variety of scientific and engineering disciplines. Whilst this knowledge and
experience will always be an essential aspect of the process the Nil have in
the last few years developed i t s own set of safety principles {2j to guide
i t s assessors and to ensure consistency in the assessment of nuclear power
plants of different types and designs. These principles form a statement of
HII views on particular aspects of design safety assessment which should be
met as far as is reasonably practicable. They are intended primarily for the
Inspectorate's own safety assessment work, from the conceptual stage, through
development, design, operation and eventual decommissioning of a given reactor
system. They are not however regarded as final statements of the position}
the requirements are likely to change progressively with successive designs
of a particular reactor type and further development and modification of the
principles will "lie ::,ade as experience is gained.

The principlea reflect t::- H3B*o cafety policy on the limitation of
risks from activixioo at work. Thic policy requires that the risks arising
from the operation of nuclear plants si.ould be minimised as far as is
reasonably practicable. In :,.>r::ial operation radiation exposures of workers
and members of the public should be kei'4. as low as is reasonably achievable
and should not exceed the liiriti- i-ecommended by the International Commission
on Radiological Projection and a.c incorporated in the Euratoa Directive on
radiation protection standards. Similarly, all reasonably practicable steps
shall be taken to prevent accidents and to limit their consequences to
acceptable levels should they occur. The more serious the potential
consequences of an accident the more onerous become the steps that may be
regarded as reasonably practicable. Tiiis may mean that a particular plant
could not be built or operated on an economic basis or that i t could not be
licensed.

This approach to the licensing of nuclear plants obliges designers and
operators not only to meet quantitative limits and specific design requirements
but to meet the best engineering standards developed by industry, professional
bodies and governments including Sritiah. Standards, ASMS, etc.

Once a system has been accepted for licensing in the UK, safety reports
are required to be submitted by the licensee prior to various key points in the
progress of the station, starting with:

Stage A - the Preliiiu.:iary Safety Report forming part of the
tender document and including the design intent and
design safety criteria, and followed by



Stage B — the Pre—Construction Safety Report related to the
contract design and describing individual plant
systems with a more detailed safety analysis than
Stage A, and

Stage C - the final part of the Safety Report "based on Stage B
Taut including additions and amendments found necessary
in the early commissioning and operational periods.

The Stage B report and its supporting documents is subjected to a
comprehensive engineering assessment "by the Inspectorate over a period of
years as construction proceeds. Any additional safety feature that have to
Tbe incorporated are added to the respective sections of the report so that
"by fuel loading the report is representative of the completed plant. The
Stage C document forms a final comprehensive safety report for the station.

6. Construction

Once a site licence has "been granted and construction is proceeding
the site inspector/ project officer will "be feeding back construction
information to the assessment section and correlating the work on site
with Site licence requirements. In particular, the conditions attached to
the site licence at this stage of the project would require:-

(i) inspection and testing arrangements in general and
for important safety related reactor components in particular,
eg the prestressed- concret-j pressure vessel;

(ii) the eubiniscion of piani :;-j.-;ign information; since, as has
"been dec critic d in Eec-ior. 5» detailed engineering design safety is
proceeding ±a parallel '.:itn site work at this time;

(iii) reporting of failures ani defects occurring during
construction;

(iv) compilation and retention of records and in particular
case histories — eg defect rectification, material certification and
testing records etc.

It should tie noted as an. example of the application of (i) atiove that
the Generating Boards appoint a civil engineer to maintain control over the
design and construction of the reactor pressure vessel. Thic appointment
is subject to the approval of the Inspectorate (acting for the Executive) and
it is the duty of the Appointed Engineer to directly advise the Inspectorate
of any defects or irregularities arising during the vessel construction.
An example of his role is descrived later in this section.

2xamples of safety assessment problems are given below in order to
illustrate the manner in which control on site is related to the regulatory
review:—

(i) a main contractor was unable to recruit inspectors of the
required quality so the licensee and the contractor combined inspection
teams to complete the task. The task was the final acceptance of reactor
vessel internals and stainless steel insulation. The sub-contractor was
having troubles with workforce arid quality of work. The result would
have been a reduced level of quality assurance and only one signature



on the acceptance document and not two, one contractor's and one
licensee's, as set out in the approved arrangements. The Nil
investigated and then objected with the result that two signatures
and hence the former standard of quality control were re-instated.

(ii) integrity checks on the COg inlet pipeline to the reactor
by the site inspector showed failure by the licensee's contractor
to ensure case history of particular pieces of vital COg pipeline
to authenticate their manufacture. An extensive ultrasonic and
magnetic crack detection programme was asked for resulting in one
doubtful weld detected and pipe bend cut out and replaced, hence
authentication was achieved.

(iii) CO- pipeline trench continuously under-water leading to
important pipes being subjected to water damage.' Site personnel
not aware of importance which site inspector was able to demonstrate
by reference to the safety case requirements and have the situation
remedied.

(iv) final assembly of vital tertiary shutdown system pipework
was found to be protruding excessively from the reactor periphery.
The licensee was informed that Nil would not accept this situation
as assessment showed a pipe failure would result in uncontrolled
reactor depressurisation. Steps are now being taken to re—route and
protect pipelines.

(v) at one stage the clean conditions within reactor vessel
deteriorated to unacceptable levels. The site inspector used
pursuasion backed by the power to introduce a specific licence
condition if necessary to ensure adequate standards of cleanliness
during construction. As a result satisfactory cleanliness standards
were re—introduced.

During the construction period the site inspector visits the
construction site frequently. His duty is to ensure that the licensee
adheres to the site licence requirements and that the construction is in
accordance with the design safety submissions. It should be understood that
the Inspectorate, does not control the project from a construction viewpoint,
for this is the responsibility of the licensee, but the quality and inspection
procedures adopted by the licensee are approved by the Inspectorate and hence
adherence to those procedures and the manner in which they are implemented
are checked for compliance. There are numerous examples of the way in which
this regulatory control is exercised, but the two which follow illustrate
the problem of ensuring quality assurance by surveillance and regulatory
inspection and its relationship to the safety review so as to identify the
safety issues and ensure an acceptable standard of quality assurance arrange-
ments.

(l) The Dungeness 'B' pressure vessel is of a reinforced concrete
design that is prestressed using sxeel tendons. The tendons consist
of a bundle of 163 wires each measuring about 7 mm diameter. At the
restraining ends of the tendons each wire is upset, using a cold
hydraulic deformation technique, and each wire is anchored in a collet
system. The wires and tendons are then stressed with a hydraulic jack
arrangement and the collet locked into position. The basic construction
problem then was to ensure that all the tendon wires had been upset
correctly in order that prestressing could be achieved.



Our site inspector during one of his visits exa.io.ned the inspection
and test records for this process and followed this up "by inspection of
the work. He found that the upsetting of several tendon wire ends had
not teen carried out.

The result was a full investigation of the whole of the tendon
system, which revealed that about 0.08$ of the wires were defective in
this way, and the licensee was requested to either correct this
deficiency or to substantiate the use of the inbuilt substandard
tendons. This request was based on the powers available through the
quality assurance conditions. The licensee presented a safety
submission to the Inspectorate which was reviewed and held to
satisfactorily demonstrate the suitability of the tendons for their
design purpose with an argument based on redundancy.

(2) In the construction of the reinforced concrete pressure vessels
for Heysham a lightening of the concrete colour on one of the higher
lifts of concrete was observed.

It was revealed that the concrete batching plant, which uses a
silo to contain both normal Portand cement and a material called Cemsave
(pulverised flyash — PPA), was constructed with a vertical diaphragm
separating the two materials. The weld between the diaphragm wall and
silo had split with the result that the cement/cemsave mixture ratio was
incorrect. This defective mixture amounting to about 20 cubic yards had
escaped detection and had been placed into position.

advised that further concrete placing was
prohibited, n.^aki ô irî r powers pi'cvided by the quality assurance
conditiont until such ti::,e as the situation was examined and resolved.
In parallel with this action the Appointed Engineer was asked for a
full report on the situation.

Pollo'.ri-ng discussion with th-i Appointed Engineer a detailed
stress analysis of the area immediately in and surrounding the
defective area was requested together with, a report and recommenda-
tions from a Consultant Engineer representing the licensee. In this
particular case we were satisfied with the recommendations to remove
most of the weak concrete, involving some four cubic yards, to leave
the remainder in place and that the strength of the pressure vessel
would be satisfactory. Again, if the situation had been doubtful
the Inspectorate would have investigated the situation further and
could, if necessary, have used an independent consultant retained
by ourselves.

7» Commissioning

As the construction of the plant proceeds further and the time for
fuel loading approaches the conditions attached to the licence will include
the following:—

(i) approved arrange r>ent 3 for commissioning the plant;

(ii) maintain a Station Commissioning Committee and submit for
approval a Safety Inspectorate Schedule for each reactor divided
into approval stages with specified tests for each stage;



(iii) reporting of dangerous occurrences;

(iv) storage of nuclear fuel;

(v) comprehensive health physics requirements;

(vi) duly authorised persons.

Of particular importance at this stage is the Safety Inspectorate
Schedule, a mandatory and agreed document, which sets out the commissioning
arrangements and defines the stages at which Approvals are required. At
present these are:—

(i) from commencement of commissioning to fuel loading;

(ii) from fuel loading to power raising (say 100 kW);

(iii) from 100 kW to 20 full power;

(iv) from 2055 to 50$ full power;

(v) from 50% to full power.

Granting of stage Approvals depends on satisfactory completion and
reporting of the specified tests, though some tests may be carried over
to the next stage. Stage Completion Certificates must be signed by the
Station Manage2- and the Station Commissioning Engineer before Approval
is given.

Experience has shown that the licensee's intention for the commissioning
process as detailed iJ: the Safety Inspectorate Schedule is not always
realised and that certification of stage completion is almost invariably
subject to qualification. The lesson to be learned here is simply that the
regulatory control system has to be sufficiently flexible to recognise
these problems and yet retain the control necessary to achieve plant safety.

It is at this stage in the plant construction that any weakness in the
organisational structure of the Inspectorate are revealed; the pressure on
the site inspector is considerable at this point in time and it is most
necessary that the specialist assessors forming part of the assessment team
carry out their part in observing and witnessing testing of the plant. For
example, quite frequently testing of certain plant aspects, which have been
programmed wesks in advance, are suddenly postponed at the last moment and
after assessment staff have arrived on site to observe the testing. Again
modifications to installed plant may be made by the licensee which have to
be checked by the specialist assessor in case there are significant
departures from the agreed design intent or a reduction in safety standards
during testing. The only solution to these problems is to ensure as far as
possible a flexibility within the organisation that will permit rapid changes
in personnel should it become necessary, and it is here that the principle of
the one site inspector per site has an advantage in that it reveals the
strength in depth by providing an interchange and back—up replacement for a
given site inspector by use of site inspectors from other sites who will
have the necessary expertise to act as replacement at short notice.



8. Operation

The operational aspects and requirements of the site licence are
decided well in advance of full power operation and the necessary licence
conditions incorporated into the licence. Should the commissioning phase
of construction highlight any particular safety requirements then the
licence conditions and/or operating rules and instructions are modified to
incorporate such safety control features as are considered necessary.

The operational licence conditions include:—

(i) setting up a Safety Committee;

(ii) Operating Rules and instructions which are to Tie submitted
and approved;

( i i i ) Maintenance Schedules;

(iv) periodic shutdowns and Consent to start-up;

(v) plant modification procedures;

When full power operation has "been achieved at the completion of the
commissioning period i t is usual for the regulatory control of the plant
to remain under the supervision of the assessment 'branch until such time
as i t is decided that the early problems of commercial operation have "been
exposed and remedial action and resulting safety assessment issues have been
resolved. It is as a consequence of the earlier experiences of commissioning
and commercial operationfv.r.aen the changeover was made "too soon,that this lesson
has been lu

At the stage of fuel loading the site licence condition include health
physics conditions. As corrjaisDioninj progresses the regulatory requirements
of the nuclear site licence are concluded with the licensee, including such
matters as final agreement of Operating Rules, Operating Instructions etc.
This point is particularly emphasised since additional aspects of operational
safety may become apparent during this early period of commercial operation
which may require further assessment review and the addition of extra rules or
instructions.

Finally, the Assessment Branch of the Inspectorate will write a handover
report which will enable a smooth transition to the Operations Branch to take
place. Additionally, it has been the normal practice in the past to transfer
the Assessment Branch site inspector to the Operations Branch and in this way
ensure that the experience of a menibor of staff obtained throughout the safety
assessment and construction of the station will be fully utilised during
normal commercial operations. It is intended that this procedure will be
followed with the current power station projects now nearing completion.



9, Concluding Remarks

The three power stations at present nearing completion in the UK
have reached the stage where proof pressure testing of the vessels has
either taken place or will take place in the near future. It is from
this stage that the commissioning process commences and continues with
increasing activity as integration of the plant as a whole takes place.

Prom what has been said it will be sesn that past UK practice in the
regulatory field has been adapted to encompass a widely varying power station
construction programme, and that the process of licensing based on design
intent has resulted in safety assessment work being pursued over a long
period of time and progressing over the construction period. In an ideal
world the complete regulatory control arrangements including, of course,
the complete safety assessment analysis would be car.ded out before a
nuclear site licence is granted and thenceforth nothing in the design would
change. We do not live in such an ideal way however and so it is necessary
to ensure continuing inspection and review together with considerable
flexibility of management and organisation of regulatory control in order
that a satisfactory degree of safety can ultimately be achieved.

Nevertheless, our requirements for review of the latest proposals for
nuclear power stations have been such that we aim to have an acceptable
design basis before licensing. It is also the intention that the use of the
published Safety Assessment Principles, whilst retaining a flexible
approach, will be of particular benefit in rationalising the design safety
intent, in mailing it more acceptable arii, in this way, minimising the costly
process of re—consideration arid alteration of designs once construction has
begun.
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ORGANISATION CHART
(See also reference / I / )
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